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Introduction

The projects nominated for each award have been
chosen as finalists in 2019. With this short summary,
readers can gain a helpful overview of the wide range
of innovative projects demonstrating excellence in
their field.
Finalists come from a range of financial institution
types, ranging from small to global, and emanating
from the United Kingdom and across all five
continents, from Taiwan to Mexico, Brazil to
Bangladesh, Ghana to Israel, and Turkey to Canada.
Winners will be announced at the Awards Dinner on
Thursday 21 November 2019 in London.
You will be able to view the winners on
financialinnovationawards.co.uk after the
ceremony has taken place.

Sign up to our mailing list and be the first to hear
about FIA 2020 at financialinnovationawards.co.uk

@FIAwards
#FIAwards
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Best new savings or investment product

Cascade Cash Management: Cascade Cash Management Excels at
FinTech Customer Care
Cascade is an independent and transparent service created to generate enhanced
cash returns and increased protection on deposits through professional cash
management. The online portal is unique in the UK and allows easy access to unbiased
cash solutions with all banks and building societies authorised to accept deposits
by the Bank of England. Recent significant investment and strategy development to
ensure an excellent customer experience has been very successful.
HSBC UK: My Investment
HSBC identified an opportunity to introduce automated, digital, highly personalised
investment advice to a wider audience by offering a lower point of entry, a smooth
end-to-end journey and a simplified recommendation at a low cost. ‘My Investment’
is a digital service, open to customers with £1000 or more to invest, and delivers
personalised investment advice, making Wealth Management advice more accessible
to more people.
Israel Discount Bank: “Automated (Self-Driving) Banking” – Auto deposit and freeto-use cash, within the banking app
Taking pioneering steps on the road to banking automation, Israel Discount Bank
has harnessed machine-learning algorithms, AI features and Agile methodology to
develop an innovative auto-deposit digital service embedded within the banking app,
which analyses spending patterns and automatically transfers available money into a
savings account, while never allowing the account to become overdrawn. A second
feature offers short range forecasts on how much is left to spend after expected future
expenditure.
Tandem Bank: Autosavings
Challenger bank Tandem gives people control of their money through a banking app
that uses market-leading AI and data aggregation to proactively help users manage
their money and develop healthy savings habits. Autosavings is an app feature that
gives customers control and flexibility over their savings without tiresome admin,
offering a number of options such as Safe to Save: an affordability calculator: and
roundups on purchases which automatically go into a savings account.
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Best new mortgage or loan product
Aktif Yatırım Bankası A.Ş.: Kolay Paketler (Easy Loan Packages)
Aktif wanted to build on its successful Passo Mobile App and introduced Kolay Paketler,
a feature that aims to help the customer by offering small loans in a convenient way.
Interest-free if paid back within 15 days, and due within 60 days, customers can borrow
up to 500TL (GBP 70) depending on their credit scores. The loans can be applied for
in-app and are quickly processed and paid out for maximum convenience.
CTBC Bank: Geographic Data-driven Mortgage Program
In its transforming journey to become a digital bank, CTBC has successfully launched
digitally-delivered mortgage products and services by using geographic information
technologies and process re-engineering to remove customer pain points caused by
delay and human error. Facilitating the customers’ mortgage journey digitally has not
only increased effectiveness but lowered acquisition costs, not least because of the AIdriven valuation model that has been introduced.
IS FAKTORING A.S.: Balance Sheet Forecasting Model
IS FAKTORING has moved away from the traditional approach of lending based on
historic data, and developed a model that projects forward, and includes cyclical and
economic predictions that may affect the financial situation of an organisation. This
model reviews companies more effectively and determines the terms of any loan
made. Retrospective tests against existing data have proved the efficacy of the model
as well as acting as an ‘early warning system’ for problems.
Mojo Mortgages: Mojo Mortgages
Mojo Mortgages is a free online broker with a customer-focused approach. Using a
combination of advanced technology, digital integration and automated processes, the
mortgage process shows customers which mortgages they are eligible for in real time,
allowing advisers to spend time giving advice and empowering customers to make
well-informed decisions for their circumstances, while significantly reducing the length
of time it takes to get a formal offer from a lender.
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Best payment innovation – Transactions

Aktif Investment Bank: QR Code
In a cash-intensive society, Aktif have introduced a digital mobile payment platform
which reduces the costs for businesses and is designed to bring app users closer to
their mobile solution and to the Bank itself. The use of QR codes offers an alternative to
POS terminals which carry higher costs and, in Turkey, require a different terminal for
different banks. This brand-new technology brings ease of use to both customer and
business.
Albaraka Turk: Albaraka Alneo
Alneo is Turkey’s first artificial intelligence-supported digital payment platform, and
consists of two different applications, a POS application rendering service to companies
and an e-wallet service for individual users. Businesses that download the Alneo
application to their smart phones can turn it into a POS device within a day, after
approval. They can make lump sum payments or instalment collections at appropriate
rates for all debit and credit cards.
BPI: Credit Card Family Experience – Disrupting the Credit Card Ecosystem
Using design thinking and agile methodologies, the Credit Card Family experience was
implemented simultaneously across BPI’s banking channels. BPI created an innovative
buying experience, focusing on improving the usability and efficiency of the entire
process. Customers can choose the card that fits their needs best and then access the
‘Laura’ app that helps them to manage their card use, as well as benefiting from alerts
and information from the BPI communication feed.
Divido: Divido’s white-label lending platform continues to disrupt the payments
status quo
Divido is a global, white-label, consumer lending technology platform that connects
multiple lenders and retailers through one integration, enabling them to offer endconsumers the option to spread the cost of high-value items through instalments.
Divido’s solution allows retailers to drive sales and increase average order values, while
allowing lenders to rapidly deploy new revenue streams. The platform is omnichannel,
available online, in-store and via mobile, and works across multiple countries through
one integration.
Western Union: Western Union & Amazon Team Up to Make E-Commerce CrossBorder Payments available to more people around the world
Western Union has launched a new payment initiative with Amazon that connects
cash customers in emerging economies to the e-commerce ecosystem. This global
money movement platform is powering Amazon’s new payment option, called
Amazon PayCode, enabling millions of consumers to quickly and easily “buy global and
pay local” (in cash if preferred) at WU agent locations. It is available in 19 countries, with
the potential to benefit tens of millions of consumers.
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Best payment innovation – Payment platforms

Banking Circle: Banking Circle
Banking Circle is a global-scale financial utility that gives banks and FinTech businesses
the ability to enhance their customer proposition. In 2017, Banking Circle became
the first non-bank to offer virtual IBAN accounts. Many businesses can be held back
from meeting their full potential by difficulties with payments and cash flow. The suite
of innovative Banking Circle solutions is increasing financial inclusion by providing
previously excluded businesses with access to essential services.
Israel Discount Bank: The PayBox App – Making Mobile Payments Viral
PayBox was the first group payments app in Israel and leads the Israeli market in the
group payments and collections category. Acquired from a start-up business, it is free to
use, and available for customers of all banks in Israel. The service met an unanswered
need and is an efficient, quick and comfortable community tool. Uniquely, in Israel,
PayBox is a real ‘wallet’: as users can hold a cash balance within their account.
KeyBank and Fiserv: New and Differentiated Payments Capabilities with Dovetail
Payments Platform from Fiserv
Wanting to leave their siloed, legacy payments capabilities behind, Keybank
approached their payments modernisation in an innovative and phased manner and
selected Dovetail Real-Time Payments to connect to The Clearing House Real-Time
Payment system. They went live successfully in 2018, after a project lasting less than 11
months. Now they have a payments solution on a next generation payments platform
to centralise and modernise their back office, positioning them for long-term growth
and success.
PPRO: PPRO expanding globally through strategic acquisitions
Cross-border e-commerce payment specialist, PPRO, offers access to local payment
methods from around the world and value-added services to 130 Payment Service
Providers, as well as financial institutions and other merchant aggregators worldwide
which include the entire payments chain. Earlier this year, PPRO expanded their
operations into Latin America making it a major influence across the globe, providing
an individualised payment offering tailored to a merchant’s international customers,
wherever they are based.
Sberbank of Russia: Stories in online bank for corporate clients
Sberbank Business Online is a fintech application programme interfact (API) – a channel
for external and internal services integration including over 30 built-in non-banking
services. However, as the number of functions grew it became harder to navigate,
so Sberbank created a new communication tool, which looks like a ‘story’ (similar to
Facebook or Instagram) enriched with targeted, attractive copy, visuals, videos and
action buttons. Stories are used for promotion, onboarding, tutorials and personalised
reminders.
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Best retail banking services innovation

BPI: BPI on Wheels
BPI has launched a project to reach more of their customers by transforming a large
van into a mobile branch with a Self-Service counter, which offers the same products
and services as in a traditional branch and will soon offer cash payments as well
as cardless withdrawals. A Customer Manager is permanently present to provide
assistance. The project has completed a successful pilot and may be expanded into
inland rural areas of Portugal.
Honest.: Halifax Flagship
Located in high footfall locations, the Halifax flagship format is the epitome of LBG’s
strategic objective to deliver differentiated branch experiences for each of their brands.
The key objective is to showcase the brand at its best, reimagining the space into a
welcoming, ‘unbank-like’ environment using the design metaphor of a ‘Home’. This
creates a physical platform for Halifax colleagues to engage with customers and help
them navigate their financial needs through memorable interactions.
Israel Discount Bank: Enhanced Voice-Based Payment & Banking Services
Envisioning a future in which banking services are embedded in our surroundings,
Israel Discount Bank is investing in bringing customers towards this future by providing
three different voice-based banking services – P2P money transfers, interaction with a
mobile chatbot and voice-based shortcuts via Siri to all features within their app. As one
of the first in the world to offer this service, the bank’s goal is to enhance the customer
experience and increase engagement levels.
TSB Bank: Digital ID&V Service
TSB identified an issue with customers failing initial Identification and Verification checks
when applying for a Personal Current Account – leading to significant lost business. So
they innovated, so that when a customer fails initial ID&V, they are no longer directed
to a branch, but simply have to send ID proof together with a selfie, securely within the
app. Biometric authentication and document verification technologies make it a quick,
and customer-friendly experience.
VakifBank: Mobile Field Sales
In order to consolidate VakıfBank’s leadership in Retail Banking, tablets loaded with
the Mobile Field Sales Application were provided to representatives of the Bank in the
field. The MFS, working in synchronicity with the bank’s CRM infrastructure, allows
Retail Portfolio Managers the opportunity to carry out real-time marketing and sales
activities using tablets at the customer’s location, improving the speed and efficiency of
transactions and offering accessibility to customers in remote locations.
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Excellence in supporting business or enterprise

Banking Circle: Banking Circle Lending
Banking Circle Lending is designed to provide a more accessible solution to those
businesses which have previously been financially excluded. It gives financial
institutions the ability to offer their business customers affordable, flexible loans in less
than 72 hours. Solutions are built with current market needs at the heart. The aim was
to remove the existing pain points, take down barriers and empower SMEs to grow,
without being held back by slow cashflow.
Barclays: Creating a customer-centric, market-leading offering for our SME Clients
Barclays have introduced a series of innovative new features for their SME customers.
Everyday transactional journeys are redesigned on the app to be simple, intuitive and
customer centric. UK High Street firsts include free mobile invoicing and mobile instant
lending up to £100,000. Simple bookkeeping tools and enhanced functionality such
as reconciliation allows customers to automatically update invoice status. The app is a
critical tool in driving customer engagement.
CTBC Financial Holding: Business Payment Service on Blockchain
“Shaman” is an innovative blockchain-based payment service platform for the music
streaming industry, which deals with the pain point of managing copyright transactions
by providing trustworthy and auditable financial payment mechanisms via blockchain
transactions. Saving up to 90% of operational overheads, it reduces potential risk and
fraudulent behaviours. Shaman supports mainstream distributed ledger technologies,
can operate under both public and private chain and is set to expand into other
industries.
Israel Discount Bank: New Business Banking Cash Management Services
During 2018, Discount Bank launched a new, secure, responsive website that allows
business customers to access digital banking services on multiple devices with display
and contents optimised for each device. The new site differentiates itself through a
superior customer experience, greater inclusiveness and significant customisation
options based on tiles. User-friendly online execution paths and a new cash
management portal section include several innovative features such as transaction
data aggregation and analysis.
Santander UK: Cloud-Based Digital Credit-Risk and Fulfilment for SME,
Commercial and Corporate
Santander are partnering with several Fintech firms, to deliver a transformative endto-end credit-risk and fulfilment solution in the Cloud, using configurable SaaS. Based
entirely on Design Thinking and Agile methodologies, the ambitious project creates a
market leading tech-stack which will serve Santander well now and for the coming 10-15
years. It dramatically enhances the operating model of the bank using API/productised
‘App store’ integrations which will ensure continuity and automation using the latest
data-based technologies.
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Best Open Banking initiative

BPI: All in one
The BPI App – OpenBanking allows customers who hold more than one account to see all
their accounts and payments that they have initiated in all Portuguese Banks. Using integrated
Design Thinking and Agile Methodologies and requiring organisation-wide involvement, this
aggregating feature meets customer needs and means that BPI is the first Portuguese bank to
be accredited under PSD2, with their customers making use of the solution on a wide scale.
Flagstone: Revolutionising the Cash Deposit Market
Flagstone has harnessed technology to create a simple, secure, online cash deposit platform
– empowering clients on completion of just a single application to research, compare and
open multiple accounts in minutes. Clients can quickly identify market-leading and exclusive
rates on instant access, notice and term deposit accounts in sterling, euros or US dollars from
37 institutions. The Flagstone platform can be accessed from any standard web browser and
empowers clients to make their cash work harder.
NatWest: Payit; Pay Online & Send Money
Project Fastpay is a NatWest project, designing and delivering great customer experiences
using the Open Banking infrastructure. The project has been delivered by two internal teams
working collaboratively and to date, they have delivered Payit: a cheaper alternative to card
payments for UK customers paying merchants quickly, safely and securely; and Send Money
which offer a convenient way for businesses to pay individuals via Faster Payments without
having to know their bank details.
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Best mobile banking innovation

Sberbank of Russia: Sberbank Business Mobile revamping and relaunch
Sberbank wanted to make their business offering more flexible, with a unified, customer
friendly design as well as improving the mobile channel. So, they defined the scope for
the perfect SME app and sped up every product in it. Now the bank’s Corporate App is
consistent across all devices and OS and the essential services have been revamped
– payments, cards, payroll. The number of steps in each transaction have been
optimised, while heuristics and analytics make every process smoother.
Sberbank: Sberbank Online personalization
Sberbank wanted to change the client experience approach and offer better UX
in the app to build customer growth and in-app use. They harnessed the strength
of AI and machine learning technologies to improve the user experience. Smart
Search revolutionises navigation and predicts what results users want to see, while a
new launchpad home screen helps customers drill down into the app by removing
extraneous information and using widgets and smart hints.
Sensibill: Receipts by Sensibill
Receipts by Sensibill leverages AI-driven mobile receipt management technology to
help banks capture and retain the thriving small business and self-employed segment.
The solution helps SMEs operate successfully from their mobile banking application,
effectively automating the most time-consuming aspects of a small business’
accounting workflow. Sensibill’s solution lives within mobile banking applications,
marrying accounting data with banking data for a holistic overview of financials and
improved budgeting and forecasting.
Starling Bank: Mobile current accounts
Challenger Bank, Starling has built a fully functioning retail bank on its proprietary
technology in less than 18 months for less than £20 million. It introduced mobile
personal and business accounts which can be applied for in minutes and offer smart
money-management tools. With innovative features added to traditional functions, both
individuals and businesses can benefit from Starling’s in-app marketplace which allows
access to a range of tailored financial products and partner products.
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Best multi-channel experience
Barclays: Creating a customer-centric, market-leading multi-channel experience
With the rise of digital adoption, mobile is very much the channel of choice, and
Barclays have focused on three key strategies in order to ensure that customers can
manage their money in the channel of their choice whilst maintaining a seamless,
omnichannel experience: a mobile-first approach, cross-channel servicing experiences
and combining the digital and physical. They have embedded a human touch within
digital channels to deliver personalised human experiences to their customers.
CTBC Bank: Unleash the power of customer centric omni-channel management
CTBC Bank has identified a ‘banking in my way’ strategy for multiple channel customer
management. Harnessing an innovation culture, this digital project incorporates AI
and is based on the mechanism of the omnichannel, real-time decision engine which
helps make a smooth customer journey from fragmented banking services. It aims to
provide the required information ahead of time to the customer and offer a consistent
and streamlined service across channels.
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Most effective overall customer experience initiative –
Retail
BPI: BPI Mobile Interactions and SignNow – towards a full paperless and mobile
experience
BPI has developed an innovative omnichannel intelligent solution, translating its strategy and
vision of the future, by developing two applications that enable commercial managers to work
in close proximity to their clients, enhancing partnership in the provision of banking services
by using the following mobile solutions: SignNow, which helps commercial agents work with
customers away from the branch setting increasing effectiveness; and a CRM tool that gives
the account manager an integrated picture of clients.
Honest.: Halifax Flagship
Halifax wanted to leverage their heritage and market strength as the leading UK mortgage
lender by creating a physical platform for colleagues to engage with customers and help them
navigate one of their most complex financial needs. To reinforce this, the retail experience has
been imagined as a Halifax ‘Home’, a design metaphor that is brought to life across three floors.
It is a space in which the brand can demonstrate core values through memorable customer
interactions.
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Most effective overall customer experience initiative –
Business and corporate
Santander UK: Cloud-Based Digital Credit-Risk and Fulfilment for SME,
Commercial and Corporate
Santander have decided to partner with several Fintech firms, to deliver a
transformative end-to-end credit risk and fulfilment solution in the Cloud, using
configurable SaaS. This has led to better risk management and more informed
customers and colleagues. Market leading cycle times have been achieved, halving the
previous decision and delivery times. The solution has delivered efficiency gains, data
continuity and a single customer view while reducing the need for manual controls.
Stanbic Bank Ghana: MobyCash
Providing formal financial services to the previously unbanked is a key strategy for
most financial service providers. For this reason, Stanbic invested in efficient, branchless
technology that seeks to tap into the existing informal financial services sector by
providing an innovative real-time deposit system for traders and business owners who
may not be able to visit a bank branch to deposit their cash via POS, which instantly
credits fund to an account.
Turk Ekonomi Bankasi A.S.: Working Capital Solution for the Insurance Sector
Following a legal requirement to remove all IBAN and account data from recipient
documentation, making it very difficult to reconcile payments, TEB innovated to
produce a solution that exactly matched requirements and helped clients streamline
their AR/AP processes. Using a unique reference system and payment file system, TEB
has created a structure that is very efficient for clients and totally compliant with the
new data security act.
Unity Trust Bank: Commercial Learning Programme
In order to develop exceptional Relationship Managers, Unity Trust Bank have
designed, implemented and piloted their own in-house Commercial Learning
Programme (CLP). This ground-breaking programme is fully experiential, immersive,
cost-effective and utilises a blended approach aligned to a formal professional
qualification. The objective is for successful candidates to enter their RM role as
confident, skilled, professional colleagues with the skills that enable them to fully
support customers in their financial plans and aspirations.
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Customer experience/service team of the year

Moody’s Analytics: Inspire – Customer Connection and Loyalty
Moody’s Analytics provides financial intelligence and analytical tools to help business leaders
make better, faster decisions. The global Customer Service team consists of highly skilled
professionals who are prepared to handle a range of questions about the product and assist
clients with complicated models and calculations. The team is an integral part in client retention
and driving new business by providing high-quality customer service, using the latest customer
experience technologies to enhance the offering.
Vision Independent Financial Planning: Success through Service
Vision’s support team is diligent, invested, passionate and caring. With an average age of 25,
they are the bedrock of the Vision network. They epitomise the culture of supporting people
in delivering amazing client outcomes within a safe and supportive environment. Divided into
administration, finance and IT, the business is committed to developing colleagues’ careers, as
well as offering an award-winning apprenticeship programme. Their dedication has received
excellent customer feedback.
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Best workplace transformation or employee
engagement initiative
Albaraka Turk: Albaraka Motivist Gamification Platform Project
The Collection Team have a difficult task chasing outstanding debt and were
unmotivated by targets and a poorly structured monthly bonus system. Staff
performance and loyalty was decreasing. The concept of gamification was introduced
through a platform called Motivist which offers more equitable rewards and has
improved satisfaction and retention levels. The employees have begun to see
themselves as part of the story in the difficult and routine world of collection processes.
Financial Services Compensation Scheme: FSCS... Our Journey to Engagement
FSCS completely rethought their channels and methods of communications and
engagement, redefining their ways of working and culture through an audit of all
channels, employee feedback and gap analysis. It tackled change resistance and
introduced a new suite of engagement interventions in order to focus on customer
outcomes. Moving from a ‘Claimant Treatment Strategy’ to a ‘Customer Experience
Strategy’ they agreed and launched cultural priorities leading to rising NPS and
employee satisfaction.
HSBC UK: Apprenticeship Programme
HSBC was the first major bank to deploy apprenticeships in the UK in 2011, to all nongraduates. Now also including graduates, they introduced a review of their apprentice
framework, and decided to change from siloed programmes to a broad-based
approach which gives apprentices a better understanding of HSBC worldwide and
potential career opportunities. In addition, they wanted to offer support for the off-thejob training so that apprentices could meet their full potential.
HSBC has developed a new apprentice framework that allows all apprentices across
HSBC UK Commercial to reach their full potential, benefit from cross-segment
collaboration and better understand the future opportunities open to them. A series
of quarterly events focusing on different subjects complements on-the-job training
and the gaining of qualifications and functional skills such as networking, effective
meeting planning and leadership. The programme is being rolled out to all HSBC UK
apprentices.
Itaú Unibanco: New work environment to integrate and engage people with Itaú’s
digital transformation
In 2016, Itaú put in place a new work model, based on Delivery Communities, where
stable multidisciplinary teams act in line with Agile and Lean principles to provide
simple and secure experiences that meet customers’ needs. The transition depended
heavily on engagement with 7000 Technology employees and was accompanied by
a new, modern, informal workplace compatible with the new model, inspiring teams to
do more and to do it better.
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Best workplace transformation or employee
engagement initiative - continued
Vision independent Financial Planning: Happier, Healthier, More Productive
Vision has always tried to do things to engage the people in their business and there are
already key wellbeing strategies in place. The challenge is to create a framework suitable for
supporting the wellbeing of self-employed, remote-working IFAs. This is embedded into their
culture so that wellbeing is a priority, including healthy work/life balance and helping to ensure
individuals feel they are making effective progress. There are also opportunities for mentoring,
buddying and team building.

ZiraatBank: How to turn your employee/customer feedback to disruptive gain?
With a goal of offering excellent customer service, ZiraatBank wanted to improve the core
banking software that had received many complaints from employees by introducing Agile
methodology to implement change. A successful communication programme of consultation,
feedback, explanation and affirmation has helped employees become engaged in the
process, as well as breaking down resistance to change. Employees feel valued in their work of
supporting customers and part of the project.
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Best sustainable finance initiative

HSBC UK: Sustainable funds
In the UK, HSBC has built its own suite of multi-asset sustainable funds a globally
diversified investment with underlying investments which have a higher average ESG
score than the market, and a lower average carbon intensity. In November 2018, after
much demand from customers, the retail bank launched two new sustainable multiasset portfolios, comprising funds from the best external providers in addition to HSBC
funds and selected using established multi-asset investment methodology.

Infrastructure Development Company Limited: IDCOL Solar Irrigation Pump
Project
The agricultural sector is a crucial contributor to Bangladesh’s economy. IDCOL
began to explore alternative energy sources for irrigation, to ensure the food and
energy security of the country. To address the adverse impact of climate change, and
fluctuating fuel prices, IDCOL introduced solar irrigation in the form of a green finance
initiative to smallholder farmers and collectives. The environmental solution ensures
efficient water management during the dry season.
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Best financial inclusion or outreach initiative

Azuri Technologies: Azuri Quad PayGo Solar Home System with HospiCash (Income
Insurance)
Azuri is a leading commercial provider of off-grid pay-as-you-go solar technology in subSaharan Africa. Their solar systems now include an opt-in, income protection insurance which
provides off-grid consumers easy access to financial services which were previously out of
reach. Combining solar energy, mobile money, and insurance means improved energy access
rates can also increase rates of financial inclusion. Quad, Azuri’s rent-to-own system also comes
with Hospicash, an income benefit and life insurance offering.
Crown Agents Bank: EMpowerFX Platform
EMpowerFX was established to provide clients with real-time, direct access to competitive FX
pricing and execution capabilities across all major traded and emerging market currencies.
Serving these markets is crucial, as they sit otherwise unserved. Over 400 currency pairs are
supported on the platform whilst allowing wholesale clients full control and transparency of
workflows. Currencies can be bought at lower cost and sold to those who need it at a more
reasonable cost.
Lloyds Banking Group: Be My Eyes
Be My Eyes is a free app that connects blind and low-vision people with sighted volunteers and
company representatives for visual assistance through a live video call to solve tasks big and
small. Lloyds Banking Group is proud to be the first financial services company in the world to
support its customers by undertaking a pioneering trial with Be My Eyes across its three main
brands of Lloyds Bank, Halifax and Bank of Scotland.
NS&I Government Payment Services: Help to Save
Help to Save is an innovative UK savings account scheme which was conceived to support
financial inclusion by effectively empowering working people on low incomes to build their
savings and encourage an ongoing saving habit. A government bonus matches individual
savings for this fully digital scheme which effectively integrates multiple legacy systems across
different government departments to deliver a simple, comprehensible savings product and a
seamless customer journey.
Principality Building Society: Financial Education with Goose and Friends
Principality Building Society revamped its CSR activities in 2016 to focus on financial education.
One strand of this involved the commissioning of a beautiful reading and numeracy resource
for primary schools called Goose’s Cake Bake, as part of the ‘Talk Money Week 2018’. It
emphasises the importance of engaging 4-6-year olds and encourages family-based learning,
providing a way for staff to volunteer in the community by reading the book and taking
questions.
The Mifos Initiative: Mifos
Recognising the important and life-changing effects of financial inclusion, Mifos’ mission is
to democratise financial services worldwide by fuelling community-led innovation via an
open source core banking platform. This is to enable the effective and efficient delivery of
digital financial services for lower income people. The scalable platform gives microfinance
institutions, banks, and other companies the ability to focus on innovative service delivery to
their customers and drive meaningful usage of financial services across the globe.
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Change team of the year

BPI: Full Agile – Driving Business Transformation
BPI started to develop a “methodological” framework to deliver high quality processes
in a shorter timeframe. This approach has integrated Business vectors and priorities
into IT operations with no accompanying increase in budget. Starting at the customer
journey and using Agile and design thinking methodologies, the transformation is
organised in omnichannel blocks that design the experience to be delivered and
implemented. With this framework, BPI has been able to consistently deliver new
customer experiences.
HSBC UK: HSBC Change Operating Rhythm
With the goal of delivering a market-leading branch network, HSBC initiated a project
that involved the design of a new Change Operating Rhythm. It aimed to enable the
deployment of change that is relevant for customers by using a deployment team that
coaches colleagues in the Network in adopting the changes and realising the benefits
with customers. Now there is a clear structured deployment rhythm that delivers
quality, fit-for-purpose change.
Santander UK: Digital Transformation
Santander’s Commercial Corporate Banking Digital Transformation team has worked
to create an architecture and culture of material digital change underpinned by a
consistent strategy of products built and delivered in concert with the business. Using
a targeted approach, the team has been structured to allow the maximum amount of
expertise to be passed back to the business, delivering the best possible solutions to
the business, and achieving market-leading cycle times.
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Best technology initiative
– United Kingdom
Fimtrac F&I and Compliance Solutions: SAF Advanced Academy App
Fimtrac are a learning and development company who specialise in Automotive
Finance. Working in partnership with the UK Finance & Leasing Association, they
digitalised their range of learning pathways for customer-facing staff, at all levels of their
career, including Level 3 certification. They created SAF Advanced Academy, housed
on an app, that appeals to the target audience and encourages dealers to invest in staff
development to improve professionalism and the consumer experience.
PEAC Finance: Gateway – The Innovative Point of Sale app for Equipment Dealers
PEAC Finance is a B2B lender, supporting SME’s in finding leasing solutions across a
broad range of asset classes. ‘Gateway’ is a bespoke response to vendor requirements;
a multi-platform device providing instant credit decisions on a range of pre-loaded
assets, without the vendor needing to adapt their existing IT platform infrastructure.
Drawing from multiple sources, it provides objective, statistically valid measures to
deliver fast, consistent decisions on applications relating to hard asset finance.
PRIMIS Mortgage Network: Toolbox
Toolbox is a web-based front, middle and back office system built by brokers, for
brokers. It’s accessible anywhere, at any time, on any internet-enabled device. It has
been developed on solid foundations, with robust security and protection defence
mechanisms as key principles of the infrastructure environment, together with disaster
recovery and business continuity planning. This provides a simplified, streamlined
straight-through process, one-stop solution for brokers and customers.
Santander UK: Cloud-Based Digital Credit-Risk and Fulfilment for SME,
Commercial and Corporate
Santander embarked on an in-depth overhaul of the systems that support their Front,
Credit Risk and Middle Office teams. Working with a number of Fintech partners, using
configurable SaaS, they have delivered a transformative end-to-end credit risk and
fulfilment solution in the Cloud. This dramatically enhances the operating model of the
bank and by using API / productised ‘app store’ integrations will ensure continuity and
automation using the latest data-based technologies.
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Best technology initiative
– Europe
BPI: BPI GO Now – shaping the future
Digital solutions offer a new service paradigm, reinventing the customer experience and
relationship with the bank, offering the possibility of high-value interaction, albeit without the
face-to-face contact of yesteryear. The solution is BPI GoNow, a smart hub for managing
messages with an engine powered by artificial intelligence and framed by business rules. It
gives customers regular, relevant personalised communication that provides an excellent digital
banking experience, maximising the relationship and building trust.
Credit Suisse: iComply
iComply is the one-stop-shop for employee compliance obligations. Built in-house, leveraging
an Agile methodology, it was rolled out in 12 weeks, incorporating stakeholder and user
feedback into design and functionality. iComply consolidates existing systems with a consistent
user interface, aggregates tasks and actions, and provides simplified compliance information
tailored to employee profiles, making it significantly easier to meet compliance obligations.
iComply was delivered with the aim of changing the model of employee education and
compliance.
Deutsche Bank: Cognitive Automation
Aiming to transform paper-based manual operations to a digitised, automated operations
model, Deutsche Bank collaborated with different partners to develop an artificial intelligence
solution that could deal with vast amounts of unstructured data and huge volumes of
documents. Advanced scanning solutions convert the documents into electronic files at a rate
of 500 per minute, while Optical Character Recognition extracts and processes information
from the digital images. The solution has increased profitability and accuracy and reduced risk.
Hellenic Bank and Fiserv: Hellenic Bank Transforms Payments Infrastructure with Fiserv
Hellenic Bank wanted to invest to deliver market-leading payment services. They opted for
the highly configurable, robust Centralised Payments System from Dovetail Payments to
replace their legacy systems. The CPS is a powerful, flexible and scalable solution to support
their immediate payments needs and a platform to support their aspiration of being a pioneer
in payments. The single comprehensive platform can be used to process a broad range of
payment types.
Sberbank: Advanced execution algorithms
Sberbank aims to provide its corporate customers with access to deep FX liquidity, fast order
execution and to ensure an integrated and fully customisable execution journey. With this in
mind, Sberbank implemented sophisticated electronic FX trading technology and developed its
electronic trading platform, Sberbank Markets. The in-house solution provides customers with
advanced execution algorithms in a Russian first, allowing them to manage their FX position
with an increased level of efficiency and transparency.
VakifBank: Mobile Field Sales (MFS) Application
Building on their digital offering and their commitment to reach remote and unbanked
customers, VakifBank invested in technology to meet this challenge. A Mobile Field Sales
Application which works in synchronicity with the Bank’s CRM infrastructure and has the ability
to analyse real-time customer and user experience was developed and loaded onto tablets.
Field staff are able reach and improve the experience of customers in remote locations.
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Best technology initiative
– Rest of the world
Absa Bank Group Limited: Unique Data initiative launch in African continent for
retail and business bank
Lacking a holistic view of the customer, Absa Bank developed Customer360, a webbased platform with the customer at the core of its design., the first in the African
market. The solution tackles the issue of data availability in emerging markets, enabling
a single access point to various analytical models that provides key insights across the
banking spectrum, as well as integrating basic customer data with third party sources
to drive targeted customer interactions.
Banco BASE: Digital differentiator in the onboarding process to acquire clients
and portfolio management of commercial accounts
Mexico-based Banco BASE developed an ambitious plan to automate and digitalise
their onboarding processes and commercial account portfolio management. The aim
of the project was to improve internal process efficiencies, the customer experience
and employee satisfaction. Using SCRUM processes which provided the agility to
make fast improvements to processes, internal efficiencies and streamlined, automated
workflows were implemented, making the digital vision a reality.
Citizens Financial Group and Fiserv – Real time payments make it fast, payment
hubs make it better for Citizens Bank
Real-Time Payments is a new financial transaction system that enables businesses,
consumers and governments to send funds 24/7/365 with immediate and irrevocable
availability to the recipient and instant confirmation to the sender. Citizens was in one
of the first wave of banks to connect to RTP, after deploying the Dovetail Payments
Platform to provide connectivity to RTP, in order to use it additionally for future strategic
payments initiatives.
HSBC: Innovation in Trade Finance
HSBC has been a keen proponent and contributor to blockchain technology, leading
the way in its adoption within financial services, and has been at the forefront in
using it to find innovative solutions to some clients’ biggest problems. HSBC recently
completed another world’s first transaction where it connected two independently
developed blockchain platforms to streamline supply chain financing for a client, while
simultaneously providing real-time tracking of the shipment to all participants on the
platform.
Moody’s Analytics: Introducing Daisy
In early 2018, the Customer Service team welcomed “Daisy”, the first Moody’s Analytics
Artificial Intelligence solution to the organisation. Daisy helps the team to offer faster
response times to customer enquiries by intelligently routing them, as well as dealing
with low-value activities, giving the team more time to deal with more complex tasks.
Customers receive a better, more consistent service which has been reflected in
positive feedback, while the team experience more job satisfaction.
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Most promising financial start-up

Mojo Mortgages: Mojo Mortgages
Mojo’s founders saw an opportunity to give customers a better value, hassle-free
mortgage experience. Using advanced technology and automated processes to
optimise and expedite the mortgage experience, they developed Mojo’s revolutionary
Mortgage Matcher. This unique proposition allows customers to find out how much
they can borrow in one minute, and which specific mortgage deals they’re eligible for
in 15 minutes. Mojo also partners with like-minded businesses seeking to give their
customers impartial mortgage advice.
Soldo: Smarter business spending starts here
Soldo is on a mission to make business spending smarter. The platform’s multi-user
expense account is built for businesses of all sizes that need to deploy and manage
expenses across their entire organisation. It saves time and money, whilst delivering
greater visibility and full control over business spending. By linking company cards and
intuitive software, Soldo streamlines the process from purchase to reporting.
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Best technology partnerships

ASPEKT LLC: Front Office System for Payment Operations
When Eurostandard Bank signed a 15-year agreement for exclusive rights to use the Macedonian
Post Office branches as extended points of sale, ASPEKT implemented the Front Office system
for payment operations in all branches, integrating all front-facing operations into centralised
software, developing the API Delivery Layer and connecting the Eurostandard’s core systems,
replacing 8 decentralised legacy systems and achieving complete frontline optimisation.
ClauseMatch: London-based RegTech ClauseMatch automates internal contract
management at Intesa Sanpaolo
The key objective of Intesa Sanpaolo was to find the most flexible and innovative solution that
would automate processes and facilitate the repetitive procedures of compiling and negotiating
vendor agreements between the Bank and its internal clients. To resolve this, the Bank
implemented the ClauseMatch platform within the Cost Management Office governance area,
an advanced online document management and collaboration solution, adapted to optimise
and streamline the process of creating and managing intra-group service contracts.
Darktrace: Cyber AI
Up until now, financial services organisations have lacked crucial visibility over their digital
business, preventing their security teams from catching risky behaviour until it’s too late.
Darktrace has designed a unique technology which uses AI to autonomously respond to cyberattacks in progress, before a human spots them. The technology is up and running in just one
hour, beginning to develop an understanding of the environment and producing meaningful
results in just a few days.
ezbob: Transforming the lending experience for SMEs
ezbob is a pioneer in the rapidly-growing ‘Lending as a Service’ sector. They offer a best-in-class
modular, end-to-end lending solution that enhances the loan application process for SMEs,
while offering efficiency savings for clients. This solution cuts loan servicing costs for our clients,
such as Esme Loans (part of RBS), by up to 80%, whilst their SME customers receive a lending
decision in just seven minutes, with funds transferred on the same day.
HSBC UK: HSBC UK and Vizolution
HSBC is transforming its Receivables Finance process by simplifying the journey and eliminating
unnecessary touch points. Powered by Vizolution vScreen solution branded LinkScreen
for HSBC, the screen-sharing solution enables contact centre agents to display information,
exchange documentation, verify identity and collect electronic signatures in a single customer
interaction. The result combines the quality of face-to-face interactions with the low costs and
convenience of remote channels, increasing conversion rates and satisfaction levels.
PCF Bank & Worksmart: Creating Industry Leading SM&CR Software
PCF Bank offers retail savings products for individuals and lending products for consumers and
businesses to finance motor vehicles, plant, equipment and mortgage facilities. In an innovative
collaboration, PCF partnered with Worksmart to develop a new offering, ‘Accord’, which
provides easy navigation through the operational elements of a complex piece of competence
regulation, allowing users to know instantly where they are in the process and to demonstrate
compliance in a single place.
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Best FinTech partnership

FINOS: The FDC3 Interoperability Standards
FINOS introduced FDC3 to bring a higher level of productivity and workflow automation to
financial institutions. FDC3 allows fintech developers to create applications: whether in-house or
third party: that can interact seamlessly without the need for bilateral agreements or proprietary
APIs. Further, FDC3 is an open standard, which essentially helps enable greater interoperability,
ease of use and modern workflows on the desktop for financial services professionals.
HooYu: NatWest launches new digital account opening journey
powered by HooYu
With HooYu, NatWest has created an experience where customers can upload their
documentation as part of the digital application process. The customer journey through ID&V
takes place seamlessly, as HooYu geolocates the customer, authenticates their ID document,
performs facial biometrics between the selfie and the ID document and checks the utility bill
for recency and a matching name and address. The seamless, immediate experience has
improved conversion rates and reduced customer fraud.
Israel Discount Bank: Turning the bank’s IT assets into a business line, through nxKnox’s
Cooperative Cyber Security technology
In 2018, Discount Bank has created a business partnership with Israeli startup, nsKnox. This
company has developed a breakthrough Cooperative Cyber Security technology and Discount
Bank has seen an opportunity to turn an operational unit into a business unit based on the bank’s
highly responsible and trusted reputation. It has become a secure storage repository for nsKnox’s
customer data, providing storage infrastructure, security services and IT support for nsKnox.
Sberbank of Russia: B2B-payments by Sberbank and Yandex.Checkout
With its Fintech partner, Yandex.Checkout, Sberbank has introduced a ground-breaking product
called B2B-payments which provides merchants with a new feature that never existed before
– fully online acceptance of payments between legal entities. The previous laborious process
significantly delayed the shipping of purchased items. The new service helps merchants boost
online sales conversions by providing their business customers with a convenient and simple
checkout process as well as simplifying their own B2B sales processes.
Signicat and Rabobank: Rabo eBusiness – the world’s first bank-led Digital Identity
Service Provider
Rabo eBusiness provides a one-stop service for cross-border digital identity. It is the world’s
first Digital Identity Service Provider and is the result of a partnership between Rabobank and
fintech, Signicat. It combines Rabobank’s experience with large, multi-national enterprises,
Signicat’s digital identity technology, and a host of identity scheme providers. The result is a
single, cross-border method for digital on-boarding, login, signature and archiving that avoids a
cumbersome UX for consumers and high manual costs for enterprises.
Token: Token and Almoayed Technologies Partner to Accelerate Open Banking In MENA
Token and Almoayed Technologies (AT) saw the opportunities that open banking could
deliver for the region and innovated by enabling the application of internationally proven API
technology in the context of the regional specificities of MENA’s financial services ecosystem.
By leveraging Token’s technical expertise and capabilities with AT’s knowledge of the domestic
market, six of the 12 banks that have achieved central bank compliance have done so by
integrating Token and AT’s solution.
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Presented by

The London Institute of Banking & Finance wishes to congratulate the
finalists, and soon to be highly commended and winners of the Financial
Innovation Awards 2019.
For live updates throughout the night, follow us on Twitter @FIAwards.
A full list of the winners will be available after the awards dinner has
taken place on 21 November. Visit financialinnovationawards.co.uk
Sign up for 2020 by visiting financialinnovationawards.co.uk

